Question #22: Please provide final thoughts for priorities, actions, services, and/or programs you would like to see continued, improved, or increased by NUSD.
1

Open-Ended Response

2

None

3

I would like to see more intentional actions around diversity, equity and inclusion.

4

Competitive sports at elementary and middle school. Competitions in art, math, poetry, spelling bees.

5

Students first

6

I know it is exciting to promote that NUSD is IB and AP and all of that stuff, but there doesn't seem to be help or support for students below level. Reading Specialists and basic
skills courses need to be as available as IB.

7

I'd like to see the district stop trash talking teachers and staff. Your parent communication power is used for negativity wayyy too often.

8

Who keeps school psychologists accountable to work and support? There seems to be none at Heron School.

9

Addition of Reading Specialists for all grades, especially 2-8th to build proficiency before High School.

While this district is growing with new additional add on's at the elementary sites also other new sites, new homes and complex's being built, I don't see any staff growth at all and
10 I really would like to know why????
11 Safety and bullying
12 S.T.E.M programs need more focus and attention at Inderkum High.
13 Tutoring and reading clubs
14 The floating 3 day/2 day in person instruction schedule is the most ridiculous I can imagine. Are you TRYING to make things as difficult as possible to send our kids to school?
15 Things are progressing nicely
When are kids going to school like normal again? I understand we are in trial and error mode. However, my kid has gone to school 3 times and they are the only one in class. I
believe others are discouraged to attend because there's still a computer in there face. This looks pointless. May I just suggest letting one teacher take over the class learning and
another take over distance learning? We all understand this is a mess. But can we try for a better option? My kids still live going in person regardless of the situation. We've
explained the learning curve to them. We all hope for a better experience. I am aware that there will be a separate entity that will hold all distance learning students in the future.
16 Good for them. But, we want our kids to have a real school experience like when we were in school. Thank you for your time and effort in these crazy times.
17 A streamlined list of resources, what grades are served for each specific resource, how to access those resources.
18 More free extracurricular activities for kids.
19 In personal tutoring
More clubs. Your tutoring program is awful. Needs more structure and mandatory office hours for kids to catch up. Need more resources for parents to help kids at home. Need to
20 keep clubs. Sel time needs more fun and social structure rather than open forum. Pe needs actual exercise.
I would like to see more programs and services available for single parents even if they are not considered "low income". Personally after taxes and paying for medical coverage I
21 am low income. It would be nice to have after school programs for my 5 year old while I'm at work.
22 Paso Verde is an amazing safe school for my son and I pray it stays that way! I really like the schools near and want him to attend Inderkum when he is of age ‚ù§Ô∏è
23 Great work
24 Can we offer leadership courses and budgeting courses to help keep kids out of debt? How about entrepreneurial courses?
I disagree with decreasing academic minutes in order to transition back to school. There are many other districts that have been back in session, full classes, since November. Why
did we complete the early start application back in August? Thankfully I have been able to stay at home this past year but many other students were not as lucky. Disappointed in
25 how our district handled this.

Who wrote these questions? I think they may need some implicit bias/statistical data collection training. Lots of leading questions, confirmation seeking behavior. Also we may
26 benefit from defining the objectives of the survey.
CTE programs are not advertised if your a student/ child goes to a charter school. A lot of focus is put into Inderkum and Natomas High, leaving Charter school specific needs are
contingent on those larger schools. Ie: graduation ceremonies. A graduating class of approx. 75 has to wait to see what Inderkum and Natomas are going to do. Inderkum and
Natomas have nicer facilities for sports, theater, etc. Lastly, educators need to understand the importance of abiding by students 504, or IEP. I forgot is an unacceptable response,
27 and failure to do so should result in some sort of disciplinary action.
28 Opportunities for all families, those of other cultures and of languages other than English, to be more involved in their child's education, events at school and school community.
29 N/A
30 Continue to offer distance learning as an option. For one of my children, he is doing so much better. It would be nice if he could do sports after class though.
31 N/A
Increase diversity learning and opportunities, priorities and support for American Indian education, continue college readiness and discuss college in elementary and middle
32 school, mental health focus
The district is not doing all of the things above it claims on this survey. The district offers quantity but not quality. Classroom teachers want less central office administration,
reassign them as well as the TOSAs to classrooms, and add reading specialists, math specialists, instructional assistants for classrooms so that students can get more personalized
services. Technology services is severely lacking. Promises to kept. And district culture issues that results in exodus of staff teachers, administrators, classified staff are leaving in
33 droves because of a punitive culture rather than a supportive a d collaborative culture that they find in other neighboring districts. Until we change that, we will not truly succeed.
34 Yea sure
35 More people of color hired and retained in management, teaching, and administration
36 I would like to see further development of MTSS along with Tier 1-3 academic interventions.
A more historically accurate, inclusive social studies/history curriculum in elementary school More emphasis on using math, science, and language in real world scenarios More
37 opportunities to pursue art, music, eco-literacy, and life management
NUSD has been doing a great at improving and strengthening programs at the HS and MS levels but continues to fail to prioritize the elementary marginalized students south of
the fwy. I would love to see a stronger emphasis this year with an "all hands on deck" type of approach to help these early year kids especially the english learners. More direct
38 outreach to identify the struggling families and the core problems they face that may be affecting the child's learning environment.
39 All SpEd supports
40 Music in Elementary k-5 schools
I do not believe the district needs as many assistant superintendents as it has. Other larger districts in the Sacramento area have half as many. These funds should be going to site
41 support rather than the central office.
Students continue to go digital even when returning to the classroom meaning, all students should be checked out a laptop for the entire year for their use during school and at
42 home. Also, we MUST GET RID OF CHROMEBOOKS AND TRANSITION TO LAPTOPS that can perform to the capacity needed to help students be successful.
43 The CTE and VAPA programs are essential to not just skills but socio emotional wellness for students as well
44 More reading intervention K-3
Increased health services staffing. 4 school nurses were not able to meet all needs for student health pre-pandemic and will not be able to adequately serve student health needs
45 when school reopens.
46 Get schools opened for our kids again.
47 Please clarify if standardized testing will still continue as planned during a challenging school year.
48 Nothing at this momemt

1. We need a true continuum of academic services for students with special needs (ie a moderate program) so that students with moderate needs do not either sink (go directly to
the most restrictive placement) or swim (try to tread water in a learning center model that does not provide enough support and doesn't truly meet their needs). 2. We need true
Tier 2 academic interventions at elementary sites. Tier 2 is a layer BETWEEN the general education teacher's good teaching and special education assessment. A general
49 ed/classroom teacher's additional instruction (small groups, tutoring) and full psycho-educational assessment are not T2 interventions.
Young people need more support and empathy. It cant be business as usual during and even after these times. Take care of their teachers and they will take care of our kids.
50 Happy teachers = happy students
51 Continue to put children first at the same time as supporting and respecting the teachers.
52 I think the behavior issues in some schools are getting worse.
Even though the school provides significant support on the high end of student achievement, I believe that there is a significant lack of intervention strategies for low performing
students. This is clearly evident in the low percentage of students reaching grade level skills in math and language arts. Make sure that intervention strategies chosen help
students improve their skills not just their grades or graduation rates. Essentially, any student who graduates from NUSD high schools who cannot read, write, and do math at a
53 12th grade level is a failure for the district.
54 Better maintenance and grounds upkeep at the schools. Some of the schools look very shabby and need paint. There are empty planters that are eyesores and a danger at Heron.
55 Ethnic Studies
56 I would like to see more curriculum supports in the areas of math assessment especially during Distance Learning. I‚Äôd also like more Science training for our adopted curriculum.
We need more nurses. We are in the midst of a health crisis and addition full time district nurses were not hired. This should be a priority in the future. Medical needs should be
57 front and center as we move forward.
58 Continue vocational training opportunities, social emotional supports, and a full continuum of special education programs.
59 NA
Increased resources for invention specialists at site with high poverty rate. Vice principals and counselors at all PK-8 schools. Start schools at a later time to reflect the changing
60 population especially at high poverty schools.
61 I would like to see more instructional assistants work with the lower grade levels.
62 Sped support, more IAs in the classroom. Smaller sped class sizes!
63 Great work!!!
64 Thank you for allthe things you do .
65 Additional supports for children with IEP‚Äôs. With everything being online, it‚Äôs hard to engage a student who can‚Äôt successfully learn this way.
66 nothing
More effort needs to be put forth for students with disabilities. I believe many are falling behind because of distance learning and now support services are only virtual versus in67 person.
Communication to families in their language. For example if an EPLAC testing letter is sent home to a family whose first language is not English, then the letter should be sent in
68 their native language or a phone call to explain the letter.
Additional nursing staff would be beneficial. Our nursing staff is already spread very thin and an additional RN and LVN would be helpful in providing the best support needed to
69 our students.
School websites should be updated consistently at LEAST ONCE A WEEK! School websites should be user-friendly and easy for ANYONE to use. Especially in this day and time that a
70 lot of people are working from home and not answering phones, we should be able to go onto a school website and be able to reach staff or someone via email; EASILY!
71 More sources, materials and computers in Library to support IB research,reading and skills incorporation. this would help develop outreach and community involvement

Social workers are an integral part of making sure students are career and college ready. I am so glad NUSD hired social workers to help with the social-emotional needs of
students. Current research shows that students do better when their emotional needs are met and social workers help school connectedness, attendance, and community buy-in.
72 Great job, NUSD!
73 Increase middle school and high school help for students to graduate!
74 Help our high school students to be able to graduate!
I would like to see a better plan for engaging our students, virtually if need be, socially. For example, dance clubs, freedom of speech room. tik tok challenges, video collaboration
75 amongst students regarding the effect of covid.
Glad to see NUSD trying to get us in a place to reopen during the pandemic. I am also looking forward to hearing more about the planned dual immersion school. I'd like to see
students (especially elementary) move away from the excessive screen time they had during the pandemic just for schoolwork. Having our school libraries open again will help. I
76 also appreciate whenever I see student opportunities for music and dance at the elementary level.
77 I would like to get back in person communication even if it‚Äôs outside that would help our staff to be more efficient...
as an employee, i don't receive the principal calls from my school so i don't always know whats on the school calendar - this should be automatic for anyone working at the school
78 regardless of whether they have a student there
79 I am proud to be employed by NUSD. Clearly NUSD cares about the students, staff and community.
80 Mentors for mental health for students
81 Would like more information on programs to help parents help their's students
It would be nice to receive texts linked to current important information. E-mails are too hard for me to keep up with, as I have so many to go through. Texting would allow me to
receive the message rapidly and quickly. Thank you for all this information. It was very beneficial for the direction I want my darling daughters to head. I want them to have as
82 many opportunities as possible, but as a working mom, it is very hard to find the time to research. Receiving direct information is what I need.
83 It is Better To Send Me Messages By Phone I See That Faster Than Email. Thank You For All The Info.
This week the schools in NUSD were allowed to open yet there is only 4 children in cohort A and three in cohort B in my son‚Äòs fifth grade class. This is a huge disconnect
between parents whom didn‚Äôt know schools were reopening or were not able to due to the short in class time their children would be in school. Parents have to work and me
and my wife have through out the whole pandemic. If school hours are reduced then the availability of 4th R needs to be well known by parents and be available in a cost effective
way. Majority of parents if not ALL want their kids in school like pre-Covid. Which means they can drop their kids off and pick them up around their working schedules. Being Covid
still exists it would be helpful if parents knew what steps have been taken to allow for kids to return to class safely and know they can go to work without a week to week schedule
change. If there is only a total of 7 kids in both cohort schedules why can‚Äôt they go to school 5 days a week and being able to still practice social distancing? There‚Äôs no reason
that‚Äôs not possible if most parents are choosing distance learning for their kids. Hybrid learning is worst than distance learning for our kids and something NEEDS to change for a
84 better learning environment.
Need much better social-emotional support for students in need, more accountability for poor interactions and behavior with families, and much better use of tech both in
classrooms (for virtual/hybrid learning) and available to families for student safety and monitoring (GoGuardian). Not using these tools has shown to be detrimental to our
85 students and families.
86 Well my Daughter has an IEP and she will be staying on Distance Learning
87 Now that we have been vaccinated how do we get my daughter back to school, or is that even an option?
88 Would like to see more clubs such as math, science clubs.
89 Go Otters!..... Splash!
90 more in person less virtual
91 Transportation Services for all Children with IEPs. Kids with IEPs for Speech should not be singled out as unable to utilize this service.
92 I don't have anything right now it all sounds good so far from what I have read.
93 I think the school distic is doing an amazing job keeping us unformed with everything that is going on

94 None at this time
95 I would like to see NSUD promote and support more faculty that look like the students that the district serves
96 Nothing
97 Get the kids and teachers all back in the classroom
98 At home distant learning with help. My son is ADHD, ODD and Anxiety. He‚Äôs doing better at home than being at school.
99 NA
4th R can improved how they help the kids in their assignments and during virtual class accommodation. Screen the staff better for ability to deal with kids at all ages and
100 behaviors. More in class hours and learning with teacher and assistant EVeRYDAY.
101 I would like to keep on receiving email and text from the school district. THank you.
102 Live help/tutor to help make up for lost time
I would love for the virtual tutoring to continue. It was very helpful for my son to be able to reach out as-needed. He was also more comfortable reaching out to an actual teacher
103 vs. a peer.
Possibly more programs to promote skilled tradesman, and information on well paid career opportunities that offer an alternative to those students that aren't pursuing the
104 traditional college path.
105 Thank you
106 Keeping the kids social but safely socially distancing and shorter hours in-person schooling and staggered days to school from home is all great in my opinion
107 Thanks alot.
108 Thanks alot.
I was unaware of a lot of these resource (speaking about (CTE)due to having a student who is only in elementary. I believe it would be helpful as students reach high school that
109 these resources be easily accessible to parents so the can help students identify what they would like to accomplish after graduating.
110 Keep me updated
111 Sports for lower grades, age 8. COVID 19 vaccination for our kids. meals . getting them back to in person School
112 Keep up the great work and thank you for all the support for my child and our community .
113 athletics, band, clubs- kids need these activities and social interaction. (but of course you know this).
Continued social emotional supports. Exclusively offering time for visual art, design, garden, photography, and music to provide opportunities for a balanced educational career
114 beyond just academics.
I would to see more support extra curriculum that will assist with life skills, junior achievement, medical terminology , managing finances. Kids are missing life skills and not ready
115 to handle real world transactions
116 They need to go to school
This is a great opportunity for my daughter and other children that attend this district. I have been talking to family and friends about having trades taught in schools like it was
117 when I was in school. Thank you and I‚Äôm honored to say that my child attends a great school.
children returning to school my children are suffering they have been out of school almost 2 years and have to much time on their hands. unfortunately I am a single mom and I
118 have to work.
119 Thank You so much for your services
Music and art would be an excellent lesson to have after school or so for young children who continue virtual learning. Most children express their feelings through art and music,
120 which may help engage them better with their peers.
121 Keep up the great work NUSD!!

122 I am glad the CECA program has expanded and I would like to see it continue to grow.
So far I am very pleased by all the programs and services of the school especially now that we‚Äôre on pandemic.I would love my kids to be back to school in person but my
husband still don‚Äôt want to risk.I know that my kids really need the face to face schooling for them to fully adapt to their new school/environment but I think their well being is
123 the most important for now.
I would like to see continued distance learning, due to the pandemic and because covid is a serious danger to all families. Just keeping everyone as safe as possible and doing the
124 great work that they have been continuously doing.
125 Great job NUSD
126 Increased activities and sporting opportunities, especially coming out of pandemic
I wish the district provided Spanish (or other language) lessons starting in K/ 1st grade (similar to what all charter schools in our area do). By the time Spanish is offered in schools
127 is already too late for the kids to learn it easily
128 Safety of students, staff, and ancillary staff amidst the pandemic, socioeconomic, and racial conflict.
129 Virtual learning
130 I think students will like it if we have more social support
I would like to see all the programs that are already provided continue to flourish for the simple fact that we are still enduring this pandemic and it is so important for our children
to feel like they are still able to interact with their peers and staff. I know it is difficult to feel as if it is the same. As a parent I would love for my children to return to in person
learning at this time but there are risks I myself are not willing to make health wise even with the safety precautions being made. Continuing extra curricular activities to allow all
students to have options to choose from outside of the classroom is so vital. Overall I think the district is doing a phenomenal job at doing what they can with what is happening in
131 our society as of now and the resources our families are being offered
132 Open school
133 Sports
134 None
135 I would like NUSD to vaccinate all the Teachers compulsory and start the full fledge school with safety precautions amid COVID-19, along with regular hours.
136 Virtual tutoring
137 Love the monitoring of social media. Thank you!
138 NA I think the district is great and has everything really under control. I'm confident the school has everything organized and safe for all staff and students.
139 Afterschool clubs - especially virtually to include all types of learners are vital to students mental well-being and social connectedness.
Keep up the good work, I feel like the district is doing its best to keep children educated and ready for the future. The district did an outstanding job with providing the equipment
140 necessary for distance learning. Exceptional time frame for physically getting the devices
provide a permanent campaign regarding all the benefits provided by NUSD in order help students achieve the goals. also please dont send long text messages, only a couple of
141 lines and be specific the matter
I can only express the frustration of this last year. I feel it was the schools job and the district job to see children trying to focus on learning but also with the intention knowing
that these children are going through something profound the children who wants did very well may suffer because of the fact that they‚Äôre going through so much and I don
‚Äôt know how to take it. I truly think that it‚Äôs imperative that the 2020 school year is a lesson morsel instead of a punishment for the children who have not been able to grow
in learning.They are so worried about the grade , but not retaining anything that they are supposed to be learning. It was much more important to keep the kids engaged in school
142 and learning not so much the grades but just keeping the kids focused on themselves.
143 None
144 Na

With all the talk about supporting kids with learning disabilities, we have been waiting for months to be evaluated. Because of this my son his behind in kinder and we do not
145 know how to teach him until the source is found. Please bring in more support to evaluate students for learning disabilities....
I would like to see our kids back in school 5 days a week. I want negotiations with the union to happen again and for the district to provide ACTUAL choices for families: full time 5
146 day a week in person instruction OR full time distance learning. The only people getting a real choice are those who want to continue distance learning.
147 Thank for hard working
148 N/A
149 I would like to see the school classes/clubs opened. Jogging Class, 4th R, Karate
Teachers need to be more available to students. Certain office hours aint enough. When need help during class they should not have to be told to wait until office hours. Teachers
150 also need to learn patience.
In class hours for social distancing is not worth it. I drive 1 hour round trip each day to pick up and drop off for the class to run for only under 3 hours and my daughter still is
implementing zoom when she gets home. the education hours are broken down too much that I believe it is ineffective and is making it hard for parents as well given that school
hours used to run about 6 hours. Now it's hard to have the work/ home and school life balanced and distributed. I signed my daughter for in class school and was given the hours
151 afterwards. If I knew in class time would be cut in half, I would have just strictly went with zoom distance learning.
I wonder how supports play out in the real world (for example, school psychologists and social workers at all school sites). In my actual life experience with my home school those
152 supports were very hard to access, even for simple questions. Seemed like one school psych was covering many schools and seemed overwhelmed.
153 Professional Air purifiers in each class
154 I see the efforts the district is practicing and I am comforted by the actions of the head of school where my children attend. Thank you.
after school Art Activities (not only music). sports activities At list (tennis, soccer , voleiball, track and field,basketball, futball, etc) ilustration techniques (paint, drawing,
wartercolor. social skills (lidership, how to create a union, how to reach power leaders , how social media influences over political decisions, how to create modules for
emergencies at school (crisis, bulling, fire, etc) create cooperatives to help others, etc.(at school) example: networking peolpe with musical instruments needs, clothing needs,
155 food needs(lunch), etc
156 Thank you for all of the hard work
157 Keep providing positive influence for the children with what you already have in place keep practicing moral aptitude keeping focused on the goal of success.
158 NUSD make every thing easy for my children
159 School been really helpful
160 Support for the special needs student and staff
161 In person schooling, as your question number 10 states the more involvement students have in school the higher the success rate is.
162 I think now that school is back in person students should have a longer day. My son gets out at 10:30a.m. That is not enough time for them to learn. It should be a regular day.
163 Witter Ranch Elementary school is a good school. Also great job for helping all students to stay virtual during this year
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164 safety is number one priority
165 Please teach kids how to not bully other kids . Please teach kids history , geography . Teach kids normal school subject‚Äôs
166 Thank you for all your support!
167 would like to see more after school programs and extra-curriculum
168 I don‚Äôt think it‚Äôs safe to start school yet. Maybe till everyone is vaccinated?
Great job to all the staff of NUSD, Don't take any programs away because our students and parents need all the help they can get through this pandemic. Keep educating us.
169 Thanks again NUSD staffs for doing the best you guys can.
170 Communication for sports (translator)

171 None
172 No i do not want to like to see any changes in NUSD.
If NUSD can arrange sessions for parents who never studied in American education system it will help kids and parents immensely. The American education system seems too
large and complex for someone who is coming outside of USA.I will refuse to accept that kids and parents are not doing enough to succeed ; but lack of options and instructions to
173 improve focus areas will be holding back students to shine in career.
174 more safety in school, when school opens
175 more of physical activities sports,
176 music class or art class.
177 Important to have physical education and other outside activities
178 none
179 More activities.
180 Extra help in classrooms.
181 N/A
182 No.
183 No.
184 No.
185 Parent really appreciated the free lunch meals during the pandemic.
186 No.
187 Need more physical education and activities in the schools
188 Need more information on grants.
189 After school program.
190 none at this time
191 n/a
192 would like to see more outside activities especially in the high schools.
193 none
194 n/a
195 no questions
196 we are doing a good job.
197 Thank you for all your help and resources!
198 I would like to see more social justice training for all teachers and mandatory ethnic studies classes.
199 I agreed to take this survey with expectation that I would be able to voice my opinion. This is not a survey. This is a questioner.
200 Thank you for all you do!
201 Sports, clubs, music program, free food for low income, give computer to low income families, after school programs
202 dancing, drawing,
203 no comments
204 Parent would like hearing & vision testing every year. She wasn't aware of the 24 hr help and thinks it should be advertised better.

205 no questions
206 More after school programs.
207 more activities for the students, music bands, keep the students busy.
208 she wanted to know how her kids grads are, and the afternoon program needs questions answered from the teacher.
209 Parent would like to see more activities, football etc.
210 Very involved w/her student and reads all that keeps her informed.
211 no questions.
212 Seems like a lot of things coming in email. Parent is concerned his child improve his English (French speaking)
213 No comments
214 I would like athletics and school clubs to continue
215 no thoughts at this moment
216 no thoughts
217 more parent communication
218 Special Needs haven't been mentioned in this survey
219 Teacher union. Are teachers willing to go back to school after reopening?
220 covid-19 vaccinations for kids
221 covid-19 vaccinations for kids
222 covid-19 vaccinations for kids
223 Keep up the good work and improving in all areas!
224 Just continue teaching and giving kids more knowledge to learn. Thank you!
225 At the end of the Zoom class- it'd be nice to have a little social communication w/other students for 15 min. or more.
226 Making sure teachers are being monitored while teaching all students.
227 Main concern re bus transportation.
228 Expand information to parents.
229 Happy w/school and district.
230 Happy w/everything
231 more after school programs
232 Keeping students focused is difficult during this time.
233 I would like more direct teacher parent communication
234 Focus on helping the quieter (shy)child with social skills.
I wish from NUSD to consider and develop talented students. My daughter was born with several talents that her mom and myself trying to improve, but wishing her professional
235 way of talent development for the future. Thanks
236 At work had to end call
237 I am impressed and pleased with all the enrichment programs offered. I was surprised that there was no culinary classes offered. That would be a great and very useful addition.
238 I would like to see Home Economics classes for young people. I believe that these classes will help young people today become more productive as they emerge in the real world.

239 NUSD has done great under Chris Evan's leadership. I only wish he were more publicly respectful of teachers when they are in negotiations.
240 N/A
241 So many programs I was not aware of should be promoted more
I knew about the free school meals but the times of availability were not clear. The male that leaves messages talks too fast. Also the recordings glitch a lot and repeat over and
242 over.
243 just to try to spread info through more mediums
244 I happy with my Childs academics and happy with NUSD with their response to the academic.
245 Not at this time.
246 Everything is fine the way it is. My daughter is bored at bored at home and ready to go back to school.
This pandemic has caused a MAJOR decline in my sons academic esteem and performance and I am terrified about what the outcome will be. He went to private school, Public
247 Safety Academt and then to Inderkum. He has for the most part maintain Honor Roll and now this! It is scary!
248 NUSD is doing outstanding support for our kiddos!
249 Really would like after school programs to continue
250 No thoughts at this time
251 More connections with universities and College readyness programs for high schoolers ( Natomas High School). Great job till now .
252 NUSD is doing outstanding efforts in every side to improve our kiddos education!
253 Would have liked for offsite options for learning for ALL students during the pandemic
254 Not at this time.
255 No thoughts at this time
256 Nothing at this time
257 Some of your programs are too much in people's faces and interfere with their daily lives outside of school counselors constantly bother
The new onsite schooling is not considering working essential patents. It has impacted childcare by reducing 4th R availability to only cohort days. Not all parents work from home.
More needs to be done to consider all family structure and work. The 2 hours per day rotating days each week is not supporting kids with having consistency. San Juan's model is 1
full day each week for 2 cohorts (1 day each cohort) it provides more consistency and supports working parents. Kids of Essential workers need to be given more consistent
258 schedules and be considered
259 Students need to be back in school full time.
260 Anything that benefits the kids should continue
261 My son attends to Natomas High and I support sports because it helps children to stay away from drugs... I wish these clubs continue like always or better. Thank you
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262 Keep up the good work!
263 All of the above!
264 Whould like her in class but it is very difficult with my work schedule, she woul like to go back too. What services can i use?
265 Bring our high school kids back and help them graduate
266 Open the schools and get back to teaching. If the teachers Union wont cooperate and the Board of Education can't figure it out then fire them all.
267 Distance Learning Programs for Elementary School. Artistic activities, such as painting, ballet, music (playing an instrument), gardening, crafting projects, etc.
Any child exposed to COVID should be able to return to school 5-7 days after exposure with a negative COVID test per the CDC and Sac county. The 14 day quarantine is outdated
268 and unnecessary and keeps children from receiving services and support they need!

The first statement in this link asked if you need to complete the survey in Spanish but it was in English, this should be changed to ensure people can adequately participate. As a
269 new family to NUSD I didn‚Äôt feel like I received much on-boarding to learn about the districts‚Äô resources.
270 CTE programs, clubs, PE and ART
271 More after school options for clubs and activities that allow students to spend non classroom time with classmates during this Covid time.
272 Need to focus on the student who needs help with their learning, more hours of Tutoring and learning with their teacher.
I think potential student should be picked up by management with their career path and it should be long term or short term basis. So that the students can set their goals by
keeping in view the struggle and the wishes of their parents as well as their teachers. Secondly, healthy competition should be start and the result should be shared within the
273 students so that everyone will make a struggle to win and stay on victory stand. Competitions can be about their regular subject or on extra curricular or another.
Would like to thank the school for being proactive and trying to build a better system for our children's education. I may not always agree or may not always get it right, but I am
274 confident that NUSD is working to improve and in the best interest of all students.
Open the schools now, its been a year and you should be making every effort to open the schools. If I don't see progress I will take my outrage and concern to the state. I'm sure
your test scores will be astronomically low because of this. You are informing us through a very ineffective process. You need to get parents and children involved in person. We
should be coming to you, you should be coming to us. If I had a young child (my child is a high schooler) I would have pulled him out of your schools and placed him in a private
275 school where they are open and will probably have better success then the PUBLIC schools who CHOSE to remain closed for a YEAR.
All pathways for all high schools. Summer school Health Education for MS & HS Home Economics/Home Making for MS & HS Driver's Education for HS Decathlons Continue all
276 sports for all grades
277 When a student is homeless, do you keep it confidential when they seek help for the services offered?
278 I like
279 Start of in-person classes.
280 Explain more about lunch pick up from site
281 I would love to find out more regarding programs to help students be more ready for the workforce when they graduate.
282 None
283 Thank you!
284 NA
285 for the safety of my son, i would like for him to keep learning while at home but he needs more interaction with teachers to stay motivated and more than just in each class.
286 More one on one and groups one on one some kids can‚Äôt tell the truth infront of others
287 I would like WIN, PE and Spanish to return. Since the reopening of school our students lost more valuable time at school.
I feel students need more virtual tutoring help in language arts / writing skills and definitely need more male social emotional support services to reach male students across the
288 school district.
289 Get the kids back to in-person school as soon as possible........
290 I am very impressed with NUSD.
291 None
292 Hopefully the students can return to school safely and efficiently.
293 Sports would be a great priority it‚Äôs outdoors and people can choose to do it or not
294 I think Elementary PE and Sports are very important.
295 More resources for teachers and teacher aids.
296 Bring regular school and regular activities back. Covid is a non issue look at the numbers.

297 I would like my children to continue to distant learn until covid-19 is thoroughly under control, due to the fact that all three of my children, and myself at high risk.
298 Please prioritize vaccination of all 16 year old and above for peace of mind for parents who elects to stay home for safety of the community. Thank you.
299 Today was my daughter first day have to give alil more time
300 None
Teachers dedicated to our children's education and not to their own agendas. We are extremely disappointed with the behavior of teachers and their partners in education in how
they handled the pandemic. We have lost a great deal of trust and faith in our education system and their ability to manage critical situations. Try to just improve upon that...
301 getting our children back in the classroom. All these services and programs mean nothing if you can't just get them the education they need and deserve. Just do better.
302 Please get all schools open 5 days per week ASAP
Keeping schools safe and not rushing to open schools until children can be vaccinated. Keep distanct learning option open to parents who don't feel comfortable sending children
303 to campus till they are vaccinated. Don't bow down to political pressure. Our children are not political pawns. Thank you.
We are just concerned with the schedule for the return to in person instruction. We are disappointed that our 2nd grader only gets 30 minutes of direct instruction a day. The only
reason we sent her back is for her social emotional health. Other districts don't have the teachers instructing distance learning concurrently with the in person students. We
304 believe that the students should be a priority and the schedule set forth doesn't maximize the learning experience in this pandemic-ridden environment.
305 I‚Äôm sure I have been notified about all these services but too many emails get lost. A thanks for sharing
306 Every educative and supportive programs please
307 Please extend after program online while the kids stay in home.
308 It‚Äôs difficult to know what advanced programs are offered when you have a child with special needs. Many of these programs are not provided for my child.
Students back to in person learning. If families do not want to return provide options for movement to home school or separate virtual learning path. In person graduation for
309 2021 class.
310 I would like to see more effective methods of tutoring
311 Smaller class sizes Another high school built in the area
312 None at this time.
313 Im happy with the different support you are providing however the kids need to go back to school full time if we want to have well adjusted adults
314 What does this survey achieve? Waste of my time.
315 More engineering programs
A better relationship between the superintendent and the teachers. Every time I get an email from Chris Evans it sounds like he always has something negative to say about them.
I wish he would see how hard they are working to keep their students engaged rather than talk negatively about them all the time. Now is not the time for that, parents need to
316 see a team for their kids education and Chris Evans does not seem pet of a team, which makes Me as a parent distrust him to be an effective leader.
Middle school programs at our K-8s need to be revamped to include meaningful instruction and rigor. Teaching staff spends way too much time assigning redundant busywork
instead of meaningful connection to content. Also, there are too few diverse electives to address student interests making our middle school students feel alienated from any
connection to lifelong learning. Our 13 year olds are having an existential crisis about the meaning of all the educational hoops they are told to jump through. Talk to middle
schoolers. Don‚Äôt send out these inane surveys. Talk with them and find out what matters to them. They are wiling to work hard, want to learn, but want more than what‚Äôs on
317 offer from adults who don‚Äôt seem to grasp what future kids are actually moving toward.
More accommodation available to students in 4th R preferably Monday to Friday. And improving on 4thR staff on dealing with kids behaviors. Maybe a more mature staff will help
318 kids listen, respect and follow rules that way.
319 Hoping that distance learning will continue until vaccines for kids are available. Otherwise, we‚Äôll homeschool our kids.
Moving forward, I feel social/emotional support will be essential. For the younger grades, dedicated reading support is necessary. Finally, our teachers need to be better
320 supported by the district. They are the backbone of this district and deserve better.

Physical Education activities for middle school students should meet-up during P.E. class to have it done physically in campus ground, since it is outside the classroom. It would
greatly help the stressful indoor cooped-up students, whom are taking distance classes, it will be physically encouraging and will improve mentally with outdoor social
321 participation. Also, in hope for Covid19 vaccination for middle school children and to continue with safety measures.
322 You do not offer any types of psychological, emotional or counseling,. All you offer is criticism
323 Clubs fill up very fast for elementary kids & kids often miss out because there are not enough spots for them to join
Despite all if these things children are failing. Teacher's Unuons support teachers not students. It's time The School Board Recognize that even though some are/ were Union.
324 Open up, kids are failing in every metric and it's on your shoulders.
325 Summer school, college courses for dual credit
326 Free Music classes
I along with my child would Like to be back in person at school. Sadly we have already moved one of our kids out of NUSD to a private school because they were falling behind and
mental Health concerns. We have noticed similar issues with two of our other children and have already considered moving them as well if our schools do not open back up in the
fall. Our kids are suffering and deserve to be recognized and want in person instruction again. Our kids have missed out on a whole year. My high schooler is experiencing her high
school years behind a computer screen. It‚Äôs awful! She feels isolated & depressed. I hope NUSD comes up with a plan before they lose more families that put so much time &
327 effort into our school and community
328 need my child to go back to school full time
329 Just bring my kids back to school full time!
330 No comment
I would have liked to see high school teachers being more supportive towards the students during this pandemic. Elementary teachers are required to teach SEL and support
331 students, but the way high school teachers speak to students is really sad! No compassion for students who are missing out on their senior year!
332 none
You guys just want funding so you are doing the same thing in school. Not actually giving the children the one on one physical help they need from real teachers not parents at
333 home that have to do the teachers work for them. Your online is not helping students that can't sit and focus and need real help.
334 Kids need in class instruction, not virtual. Back in school same as being at home online, doesn't make sense to go back, school just wants funding.
335 The district needs to find a better way to help these kids that need academic support rather than the teachers sitting at home collecting pay checks they don‚Äôt deserve
336 N/A
It would just be nice if it weren‚Äôt so difficult to get help and communicate. I have a child with ADHD and was told that there no help available unless his academics are suffering.
I would have appreciated a referral to Behavior Support. I also expressed auditory issues, so I would have appreciated an offer of a hearing test. I constantly feel brushed off as a
337 parent and that no one really cares unless I make a huge fuss, and it shouldn‚Äôt be that way.
338 Teacher training in effective remote teaching.
339 JRROTC
340 After school activities Online virtual lunch or group meeting for kids to get connected
I would like to see technology (Chromebooks and hotspots) made available to all students, even after distance learning end and all students are back in the classroom. It has
341 allowed students to be able to have the resources necessary not only during class Zooms, but during homework, and for other educational purposes as well.
342 when is school open?
I am concerned about the safety return to schools. Also, I am concerned that students will have to take standardized tests and this will affect my 11th grade son when he applies
343 to college next year.
344 Assistance for children with ADHD, ODD and high Anxiety with in home learning and some school hrs per week.
345 Be more supportive to students with their emotional, social, physical (anxiety and stress levels) wellness during school times especially during COVID 19.

346 We need more tutors spots foll up do fast then the children have no help 3 spots is not enough.
347 Thank You NUSD for all You have done and for all that You are doing for our Kids!
348 All
I am not as familiar with many of the programs that I read through. I believe that they are each necessary and beneficial to the students and community and would love to see
them grow. The only opinion I have on about anything is that the programs offered at the different High Schools be available somehow to students from all of the schools. When I
was growing up there was a center that each trade was taught at (i.e. intro to dentistry, ROTC, baking, floral arranging, automotive etc...) if you were in the class a bus came and
349 all the students from every school were taken to the sight so everyone had access. I know that may be a huge ask, but its just a suggestion.
Tutoring for students without diagnosed learning disabilities but with self described special learning needs. More easily available testing for learning disabilities. It seems that
350 schools try to avoid testing for some reason.
351 Thanks for all your doing
352 I would like to see more support on girls sports.
353 More tutoring
354 Virtual learning continued
Please continue with SEL(social, emotional learning) time for the kids. This has had a positive impact on my child and classmates. It has helped them feel connected and
355 encourages conversation for difficult life topics.
356 Please send a list of all the communication methods out there and how to access them. Thanks
357 More support with special need children
I know we are transitioning to opening schools but as for parents that are single parents and work full time it‚Äôs going to be really hard on them especially me because daycares
are not cheap and students going to school 3 days one week and 2 days it‚Äôs really frustrating, I think we shouldn‚Äôt have opened school until everything was 100% okay, well
358 that‚Äôs just my thoughts
359 I love how the school leave no questions unanswered. Thank you American Lake Elementary!!
360 My son Xavier needs help he is behind his class. His teacher wants him tested for disabilities. We are desperate for get him back in person class! Please we need support
361 Please provide tutoring for the students who need it post return to school. It is needed and I am paying for a private one to help my son.
362 Need More improvement in virtual learning
363 Absolutely NO mandatory vaccinations, get our children back to school
364 I very satisfied with what my High School student experience has been at Westlake and Inderkum.
365 Appreciate this survey which enlightened me a great deal on the variety of services you make available for us. Thank you!
366 N/A
Difficult to reach teachers through online. Not available to my knowledge on Infinity campus. I need codes for Google classroom. I don‚Äôt have them. Teacher emails...where are
367 they? I have a few. Not all
368 Great school - wonderful teachers - nice new school.
More sports - Hopefully swimming once the new facility opens. More afterschool programs related to IT, software, hardware, coding, network security. More home economics:
369 taxes, insurances, buying home or car, banking, resume and cover letter, job hunting skills. And more engaged teachers.
370 Check there home work daily if they are behind make them to do it. Thank you
371 I like to see NUSD speed up the process for students to return to the classrooms.
372 You are doing a great job keeping our children healthy and continuing their education. Thank you

My son won't be able to return to in person instruction until 4th R is opened again at HAH. We both want him to return for safe socialization, but unfortunately without before
373 and after school program, he cannot.
374 School bus system. How is this going to work during Covid-19? Why do high schools not offer school bus rides? Need more info on School bus system, will it be offered?
375 We need to get the kids back in to a full day of classroom learning with after school care, so that parents that need to work can.
376 You people have done more than enough. Thank you so much.
I would appreciate more emphasis placed on teachers teaching. Last year in kindergarten my daughter watched cartoons every day! She gets enough of that at home. Now they
are being forced to zoom at school. Could you zoom on a call with 10 of your co-workers in the same room? How is there supposed to be education happening? Would appreciate
377 more actual teacher with student time and less constant phone calls and emails. I don‚Äôt need the information, my child does.
378 Not sure
I would like to see a commitment for more equity and more anti-racist beliefs, practices and trainings for teachers and community. For such a diverse community, I am absolutely
disappointed in the day to day practices. Real accountability. There may be a lot of talk, but a true examination of daily practices and changes within that are not happening and
our students of color, continue to be targeted and not fully seen, often subtle but still true. Fear? Uncomfortableness? Naivet√©? And more make it so that important biases are
not seen or addressed and conversations are ignored or avoided. We need to do better to make sure all our student, especially our Black students, do not continue to be
marginalized and disciplined more than other students. It‚Äôs still disproportionate even though our diversity is great.... this isn‚Äôt a coincidence. And this needs to be addressed.
379 Please.
380 Thank you for updating us daily or weekly by calling us and emailing us. You‚Äôre doing best communication in reaching us and we really appreciate it.
381 How are you going to deseminate the info to families that they were unaware of?
382 I would like more information on the Automotive program at Natomas High School. my son is interested in auto-mechanics. Thank you.
383 No comment
Honestly, I would really love to see school go back to normal. While working from home suits most of us, schools are not so fortunate, and we truly cannot afford to have
education take such a hard hit. Not in today's world where being a neanderthal or a plastic dingbat is trending hard and where technology has both blessed us AND taken away
our imaginations and our self-esteem. We parents are not properly trained to be good assistant teachers not will the struggles we face trying to make ends meet allow us the
luxury and the pleasure and the honor of properly caring for our most valuable and precious legacy, our kids. We need our teachers doing what they do best, and NOT through a
computer screen where they do sound checks and "please mute your computer" directives 90% of the school day. I think we did a bang up job working through these crazy times
together, but really, these kids need to be in school. They are way too smart to keep in line through a computer, but they are way too dumb to run the world in 30 years while we
384 sit helplessly watching the news from our beds at Eskaton.
385 N/A
386 Please teach our kids geography
387 Natomas high school appreciation
388 Communication is definitely key now and going forward. Thank you.
389 Na
390 Programs that foster civic engagement and social justice. Increased socio emotional support programs that are youth centered and reflect youth voice and choice.
I have not heard about WIN. What is that? Who is eligible? We use community supports in our church & the Black community for our daughter at this time. We would like
391 tutoring, but virtual setting is not a good fit for her.
392 Teachers for the classes. Inderkum HS didn‚Äôt have teacher for pretty much whole year
Continued support for IB program. Evaluate teaching due to lower AP scores. More high school club offerings. Smaller class sizes. Buddy/mentor program for older students to
393 help younger students.
394 Physical activities

395 The only thing missing during this pandemic is social skills.
396 Full assessment of my sons learning disability.
397 More help with iep kids
398 Thank u
399 It is Still important to keep visual learning along side in-class learning because most parents are use to it and had programmed themselves to fit into their other programs.
I eliseo pech I have my stepson cristofe Daniel lopez in 8 gd and azul valeria lopez in 6 gd with moved from Roseville ca to natomas so my kids been in Heron school for almost a
month so with need a lot help cuz sound like with are behind class in thinks like that a lot think doesn‚Äôt working right with a lot thoughts with teachers and office pl Can‚Äôt
400 help us out every time with call they said I call you me back but never call us back anyway hope they work better when there are open school again
401 So for good
Please do not use social media i.e. Facebook or Instagram as a way to communicate important information. Many people we know do not have these platforms. Natomas schools
offer a lot of opportunities however, aviation is not one of them. Aviation mechanics, pilots, drone pilots and controllers are needed within our world. These are good paying jobs
that our scholars could obtain and promote within. Please tap into the free programs AOPA is offering school districts. There are also grants to help districts build infrastructure to
402 provide these types of education services. The local airport, and pilot schools would be a good resource to provide students job placement.
403 Programs to help the kids be prepare for the college.
404 This is not a true survey - more of a checkpoint to see if we are aware of your services. Please word it as such in the future. This is a tad misleading.
I would like to see more timely communication from the district, school, and teacher levels. I would like to see the ASES program that the Center runs to receive continued support
405 to help working families
406 thank you for getting schools back open- it needs to happen
407 Please provide the option to have the kids go back for a full day asap. Also, please consider having staff take kids' temperature and not rely on the parents' honor system.
408 The district is doing a great job with providing our students everything they possibly need everything is great!
409 More availible after school programs.
410 I am very pleased with NUSD, I think the district has excellent leadership. Thank you
411 After school care!!
412 It would be nice if parents of children in social emotional class rooms new about Social Emotional Workshop for students and parents program , I had know idea and
413 I'm so happy with school open and jazleen going back to school .it's look like she getting better every day
414 Keep doing what your doing. All of the programs and services are good
415 None at this time.
Why are there no budgeting courses or entrepreneurial courses? It would be nice if there were more programs available to young kids starting in tk. We have to wait until 3rd
416 grade to start anything.
After school sports activities from girls and boys basketball to soccer, tennis. And clubs: book, science, theater, gardening. Something that will help kids socially and emotionally.
To get them outside instead of relying on technology to keep them entertain. They need to surround themselves within kids their age to share their ideas and to learn to work
417 together when it is safer to do so.
418 Coding classes that can translate for a job in the web industry.
419 Completed
This is our 1st year in the NUSD. My daughter is a freshman at Inderkum she attended a K-8 school in the San Juan school district. I feel lost when it comes to getting her into AP
420 courses and getting a hold of a counselor to make sure she‚Äôs on the right track for college.
421 Please provide acknowledgement and encouragement for those students who are working hard and achieving at the highest levels. They feel unheard and forgotten.

422 Teach kids things that are helpful in the real world. Filling your own taxes, stocks, talk about different well paying career options that don‚Äôt have to do with collage.
423 We would like to see our students go back to school safely! Not going to in person school affected my daughter emotionally, physically, and academically. Thank You!
424 Please work to immunize with the Covid vaccine, all teachers and staff ASAP, helping to get back to school and keep our teachers and students safe. Thank you for everything!
425 I would like to see advancements in the in the area of physical fitness
426 I wish the phone calls would be done after 5 because during the day feel like it is an emergency.
427 We are always greatful on what the school do, they always have a great program for the children.
428 Optometry field my son wants to be an eye doctor so far also maybe business/ entrepreneurs classes also money management/ finance life skills
429 All is good.
430 Open the schools back-up. You are causing more harm to children than the actual virus is. Children are more depressed and are committing suicide more than ever before
431 I wish there were sports our kids could particulate in and maybe you guys can remind parents to submit their box tops so we can raise more money for our schools
432 No comments
I think it's great we are getting ready to prepare kids to be intellectual individuals but how about working on real life skills as well such as planning, focus, self control, awareness
433 etc. These are some of the things i try and teach my kids but i think it's also important it's reinforced at school. Just a thought. thank you to all staff and teachers for the hard work.
434 I would like to see a detailed plan in returning to "normal" school days and how they will be helping kids to return, adjust and "catch up."
435 Please continue to provide extra academic and social-emotional Support for kids who need it, and their families thanks
436 More one on o e college bound help
I'd like to start by thanking you all for doing a great job of supporting students and families throughout a difficult situation and for the ongoing communication. You've all done a
remarkable job in adapting and seeking to meet identified needs as much as possible, and you are to be commended. Now to address question 22. It's unclear how the responses
to this survey will help to guide the development of the LCAP because the survey simply asks whether or not we knew about certain data points or that certain services were being
offered. It's only this question (22) that actually asks for input. Admittedly I'd be better able to provide input if I had access to district-level data or a draft of the LCAP. From my
vantage point things are going as well as can be expected during a pandemic, but my student's experiences are not indicative of everyone. In order to really provide input it would
be helpful to have access to data being used to analyze student progress in 2019-20 and 2020-21 in the absence of the Dashboard indicators or at least have a draft of the 2021-22
437 LCAP. Then any input I might have might actually be informative and useful in developing the LCAP and/or the local indicators for the 2021 Dashboard.
438 N/a
439 NA
High schoolers are missing a vast number of opportunities during the pandemic with no time in the future to ‚Äúcatch up‚Äù. This seems to be overlooked in the district focus on
elementary students and in future plans for remediation. What is the district going to do for high achieving high schooler who have missed out on things necessary to be
440 competitive in college and careers?
441 None at this time
442 Class size reduction. PE every day. More after school offerings.
443 Increased
444 Thank you for all that you‚Äôre doing. I hope we can be 100% in person in the fall.
445 The communication during the pandemic has been outstanding. Superintendent evans has done a wonderful job being clear that this is a liquid situation.
I would like to see more clubs/programs offered for the elementary school. One of my children attends H Allen Hight and would love to join an art club or school program, if it was
446 offered.
447 Music in elementary schools
448 Would like to see Music back in the school so free activities after school

Continue offering parent support programs especially for single parent, low income households. Please fix the school lunches, they are not nutritionally fit for the main courses.
449 The vegetables and fruit have been AWESOME!
450 Thank you for everything you have done for our kids during this very difficult times!
I like to se more education happen. This distance learner is severely lacking in content and commitment. Teachers Union is 100 % identifiable as hate group against education now.
Open back up fully. Do not antiseptically limp through this lack of learning. The districts motto might as well be "whenever you want half the education you expected. Every time."
451 The teachers Union is not a student and you allowed them to put every child in this district at risk and behind. Fire the teachers if they strike.
Please fix communication! It‚Äôs terrible. You have to go to multiple sources & yet still don‚Äôt get it all. Give grown-ups advance notice of things! Constantly getting notice of
stuff with less than a week‚Äôs notice, sometimes less than 24 hours! How can families plan anything?! You have poor attendance & grownup participation at NPE because
452 everything is so short notice & last minute. Plan better and communication better and sooner please!
453 Let our students go back to school
Teacher's tech assistant. My child use Isration. I told a teacher with many pictures, there are no monthly test tab on app. Every month she mentions to take test, but we don't
454 have access for it. I think somebody else need to figure out their app is working correctly.
Open the Schools. As a District the complacency I see by the District and School Board astounds me. CHALLENGE THE GOVERNORS GUIDANCE...he changes it for other constituents
455 make him change it for the kids, but they can't vote so I guess there's the answer.
456 Heron needs music classes and if they have them they should be sharing that with the students/parents
457 The center after school program when in person attendance begins
I am a software developer. There are not many women in Tech. Reports show only 14% software engineers are women, and only 26% of computing-related jobs are held by
458 women. Gender diversity in tech is the need of our time and in our schools we can do a lot to encourage young girls to learn coding .
459 N/a
Flexibility of letting a charter school child also to take up CTE program, if the student is interested. Need more information on 24/7 crisis response?? What all does crisis response
include?? NUSD is so diverse that schools or District may need foreign language translators (apart from the already existing if at all). Don‚Äôt know how much you agree with this
460 aspect, but I can do my bit of help if needed. I mean to communicate with any or everyone with a given foreign language. To quote for example Telugu & Hindi languages.
461 I think NUSD need more middle and high schools at this stage as students are increasing every year.
462 Asking all teachers to share this important information with students directly. They don't read their email.
463 Keep up the good work on updating us
How are you going to help working families? With the new hybrid schedule it's impossible for working familys to find childcare solutions when they have to picked up by 10:30 am
and have 15 min to get back on zoom. While also having a rotating week schedule. Additionally, most of your services for additional help end at 5 pm and many working parents
don't get off until this time. What in person SEL do you plan on doing as you have nothing listed in the way of recess for children returning back to in person learning? What are
464 you plans to assist any children who have a disability that do not do will with distant learning (zoom)?
The virtual learning does not offer an option for physics. My daughter need help and tutoring in that class and it's not easy to navigate the learning center to figure out how she
465 can get tutoring and homework help
We moved from Florida to California a little over a year ago. I am a secondary science teacher and was pretty sure about the student supports but the statistics were not known to
me since my child is only currently in TK and I didn't research that. So far, the school district is on par with what we could have had with OCPS in Orlando. That is a great thing to
466 read!
467 Everything is going very well with all That‚Äôs going on. Schools and teachers are doing what they can to teach our kids at home. Thank you.
468 I believe teachers should reach out to students as well as parents more
You need to focus more on the quality of educators that are in the job. Some have been so inflexible during the pandemic with the younger kids. Also, the classroom sizes are
469 ridiculous, kids are not setup for success with these sizes.
470 None

I am disappointed that kids will receive less instructional hours now that they will be back to in person instruction. I don't think I have received an answer that satisfactorily
explains this. I don't understand how as we are moving towards vaccinations and other safeguards we are decreasing instructional time. Please provide parents with justification
for this. Espe ially working parents who are now expected to pick up their children at 11am every other day. The schools are making this process unnecessarily more difficult at
471 this juncture.
472 Let's get back to in-person school.
473 Put kids back in school!
474 Full schedule and continue with the athletics programs and clubs and after school care
475 Please, less surveys.
I would like to say the current day camp at H Allen continued. I am a single mother and an essential worker. I have no where for my son to go and the transitional model will force
476 me to either leave him at home alone or send him to family he does not know in southern CA
477 N/A
478 full time in person learning and recreational sports
479 Arte y pintura
480 Concerns that school starts late at 8:15 am, and ends early. This is taking time away from my student. I understand why it's being done but still.
481 Did not know about Cte classes.
482 el falta de apoyo que no tienen los ni√±os. Tampoco los padres que no hablan ingles, no tienen apoyos igualmente.
483 Estan bien las carreras tecnicas. Que sigan.
484 Fundamental de mejorar el alimento con mas frutas y vegetales
485 Grateful for the school lunch but can they vary it a little instead of always the same thing? the kids wont eat it now.
486 I am happy with everything and I hope to see the district keep growing and improving and hopefully we can set an example to other districts.
I hope that in the future they can help put more focus to help students of different backgrounds be more understanding of each others cultures in order to promote
487 understanding and compassion.
488 I like receiving updates from a live person Especially from someone that speaks our language
489 I really want them to be so careful with the kids respecting the social distancing guidelines Also they really need to give more nutritious lunches.
I would like to ask the district to consider vaccinating all adults in the child's household in the minimum before returning to school. We need to take the highest precautions
490 before returning, otherwise what was the point in missing in person learning this whole year.
491 improve cleanliness especially in rest rooms; Improve nutritional options
492 Is there a chance that my child who has ADHD can go to College? His grades are not the best. Is there a Barberhop School in the area? One of my son's wants to be a Barber.
493 keep improving different ways to distribute information because they offer so much that I didn't know.
494 Keep improving on everything academic and supports to families.
495 Keep up the good work and keep improving in all areas!
496 Keep up the good work in expanding programs and with parent supports. Possibly vary parent meeting times so other parents can attend.
la comida mi ni√±a no quiere comerla y dice que no la varean please make cleanliness a priority My child since Jefferson is not at her grade level and she is in HS now and I feel
497 that she should be caught up by now.
498 Las tutor√≠as y ayuda con las tareas son buenos programas.
499 Mayor apoyo aa los ni√±os que no saben ingl√©s

500 Mayor apoyo aa los ni√±os que no saben ingl√©s
501 Me gustar√≠a que se les proporcione a los padres c√≥mo obtener becas estudiantiles a futuro para el desarrollo en el deporte gracias
502 Mejor comida, no congelada antes daban mejor comida ahora todo es congelado y asqueroso
503 mejorar en la limpieza y higiene
504 mejorar la limpieza por covid que mejoren la alimentacion que no sirve!
more resources are needed for single parents like myself. Drop off and pickup times are difficult when the program is not running. My kids are sensitive to masks, how are
505 teachers going to deal with it? Also be more inclusive with spanish speakers. thank you for the call.
506 More sports in school helps students.
507 My students are labeled as english learners however english is the only language they know. My children need that little extra support to reclassify.
508 My wife usually handles everything but I am happy to answer questions.
509 N/A
510 N/A
511 N/A
512 N/A
513 N/A
514 N/A
515 N/A
516 N/A
517 N/A
518 N/A
519 N/A
520 N/A
521 N/A
522 N/A
523 N/A
524 N/A
525 N/A
526 N/A
527 N/A
528 N/A
529 N/A
530 N/A
531 N/A
532 N/A
533 N/A

534 N/A
535 Natomas High is not translating their phone messages to spanish. I never get them in spanish. All current messges for live enrollment I am not receiving in spanish.
536 Need to have more assistance with one on one help for students that need the extra help.
537 No puedo opinar en este momento.
538 Nothing at the moment
539 Offer something that help students with improving their reading.
540 Offer to students some singing or dancing in elementary schools, even if it would be after school.
541 Offering more tutoring programs for the students.
Para mi creo que todos los puntos tocados references son muy importantes. Pero no es suficiente el no obligar a los Padres o tutores a participar a inbolucrarse an las actividades
542 o demandas de su distrito. Ustedes tienen la capaciad de imponer por lo menos estimular que los Padres. Complementen los proyectos escolares.
543 Pienso que hay muchos pero creo que a distancia es un poco dif√≠cil
544 please be sure if students go back to school live, that they have the 6ft space capacity to still maintain safety guidelines.
Please do not open the schools so soon. You are putting our teachers as well as our students at risk. We are at the doorway of vaccines. Lets wait until all kids are vaccinated. I
545 gave my email but I receive no emails from the school or district. Only from the teachers. I also talk to Lisseth Mijares and she always keeps me informed.
546 Please have or add more services for Spanish speaking families. Including the calls.
547 Please keep doing a good job of cleaning due to covid Please offer more parent workshops in how to support my child more with my capabilities.
548 Please promote the healthy nutrition so that our children stay healthy. Their health is most important. Lets keep everything disinfected.
549 Por el momento no lo s√©.
550 Programas extras despues la escuela y durante el horario de escuela ..
551 que mejoren todo en Maestros de calidad , en psicologos a todos niveles primarios que tambien ellos pasan por tiempos dificiles. MEJORAR LA NUTRICION!!!!!
552 Que nos de algunas ideas para que nuestros hijos no se depriman en esta pandemia
553 Si
Teachers should be careful to give their political opinion, in the classroom. It is not a districts job to influence our children politically and morally. Focus on academics. Do not
make a student an outcast if he does not agree with his educator. My child has been beaten up in school and nothing has been done about it. NO consequence. The problem of
bullying continues. the wiffi hotspots did not work so I do not know what the point was. I had to get an internet account with comcast. Help families that cannot afford internet
554 programs.
555 that the person translating the message has better spanish skills
556 The nutrition of the food given by the district is not so nutritious and needs improvement. Also all students should be required to take a nutrition course/ class
557 The SPED department services that are offer to students with Speech problems to have longer sessions.
558 They need to focus more one-to-one attention to the students that have years trying to reclassify and have not been successful. Especially when its their only fluent language.
Bring kids back to school full time. Enough of this rotation 3 hours a day. It doesn‚Äôt work for students or parents. Open up 4Thr, can‚Äôt brings kids back with no child care
559 options
Out of all these programs, how many kids are benefiting from them at this time? You continue to fail our children on a outrageous level of negligence. You are pansey ass cowards
who can't pull their shit together long enough to figure out a realistic plan on how to get our kids back in school. You are a disgusting disgrace to our kids and the community you
are supposed to serve, grossly wasting our tax payer dollars. As a nurse who reported to my job in the hospital from day one of the pandemic, while you were all sheltering in
560 place, you should be disgusted with yourselves.
561 She just want the schools to open, her child is sad, and wants to see her friends.

562 Not at this time
563 Keep up the good work at Jefferson!
The district needs to work better with the after-school care program, 4thR. The decisions that have been made have been very disrespectful to us essential medical front line
workers. Allowing children at Two Rivers Elementary to only attend on their Cohort day? What are we supposed to do on the other days? I have been very disappointed with how
564 this was all handled.
565 I don't like getting calls from the district everyday
566 Thank you so much, you guys did everything right, great!
567 Not at this time
568 Inderkum high school office need to be more responsive to messages left pre & post virus.
STUDENT RESPONSES BELOW
When we will be going back and if it will be optional
no
none
N/A
idk
N/A
Bullying measurements need to be improve
n/a
Nothing
I think all programs are important
n/a
no thanks
Teacher engagement
More information about graduation
No
Improvements of students returning to school on campus permanently.
nothing
Nothing
N/A
Don't have any.
Don't have any.
Cant think of anything at the moment.
N/A
None
I think to improve this school we need to have all the students use Chromebookz from the school there for so the teachers can see us and monitor us and make
25 sure that we are working on our work.
26 i learned new things about NUSD. keep it up
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nothing else
N/A
N/A
Sports programs
N/A
For the 9 Different Technical Education (CTE) there is no point in most of them being in one school which is Natomas High, if you guys want more participation and
want more results I highly recommend that you spread all of those into different schools, you can do one day for one school, and so there is one day that students
have at their school for their choice of CTE that they can come to instead of it being far away.
Yes I would like to beceause you can learn new things that you don't know.
N/A
idk
N/A
I appreciate the support for families during this trying time (even though most of the services do not apply to me). I think that expanding the competitive aspect of the
schools (i.e. IB and AP classes, potentially more of the CTE pathways/more focus on them, etc.) can be a good thing for students.
I would like you to continue to make sure we aren't stressed. My grades are definitely improving thanks to your efforts. I am beyond grateful
NUSD is best
I don't know
I would like NUSD to create classes for seniors about real world practicalities, such as how to pay taxes. These classes would be appropriate during second
semester (Spring/summer), after the college application season.
Nothing at this exact moment.
Improve programs
I do not have any at the moment.
.
I heard that we used to have choir at this school and I wish that, when things go completely back to normal, it will be able to continue, because I know that a lot of
kids enjoy this particular class including myself.
I don't know
no
Ummmmm....I have nothing.
Is there a way to make a student look like they took the initiative
All this sound very useful for the students at any NUSD school.
I would like to see the plan for returning to school more simplified.
I don't have any thoughts
n/a
I think we should involve cooking/baking classes once a week so that kids can prepare themselves on their pathway to adulthood.
Perhaps a class that may help out students with school works. I noticed that lots of students including me haven’t done very well from well this school year.
Personally, I’ve had lots of stress but on me and I’m usually a straight A/A- student but I’m failing two of my classes. Distance learning has been very difficult with
keeping up with work, as well as attendance. Being marked absent or late when you are there is actually not that uncommon. That actually happens. I think
attendance shouldn’t be a big deal this year.
I don't know

58 Poo poo pee pee fart
I would like more communication with high school students. Some of us are legal adults and the main email that we received this year was not to worry, your sports
and theater will still be in session. This suggests that all we care about is our after-school activities when in fact we also care a great deal about the events of the
world and how they effect our education. If we are to be worldy and embody the learners profile, I feel that high-school students should be treated more like true
59 individuals of society.
60 These programs seem good.
61 Parking drops and pick up time
62 i don't know
63 I dont have feedback.
64 N/A
65 nothing much
66 .
67 More classes/electives to educate kids on more expansive carrers, future life hcoices, how to pay taxes/economics classes.
68 I enjoy the CTE programs I take (Music Production and Health) and would like to see them continued.
69 Feel like everything is good
70 I dont have any thoughts or ideas currently.
71 n/a
72 nothing
73 There should be a pathway at Inderkum High School taught by Mrs.Spring and Mr.Atachian that shows students the different medical fields.
74 I have no thoughts
75 it's alright
76 77 Athletics
78 n/a
79 School psychologists continued
80 idk
NUSD district should have students start school a little later than 7:55am they should start at least 10am, and we should start using writing textbooks and our
notebooks, it'll be easier for students to just write, instead of all of these technology difficulties, looking at the screen all day is unhealthy also, we should have a
81 break on the screen and use paper again to write our notes or essays or any other assignments for every class, it is pretty difficult for people to use technology
82 none
83 idk
84 There should be a automotive mechanic class
85 Less amount of homework during this time, it’s very unnecessary and inconvenient for students with jobs.
86 I want a Automotic mechanical class.
87 I currently have no final thoughts
88 nun
89 I really hope the teachers won't dock us points on all late assignments
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I think the safest thing is not to go back because at the end of the day,kids are kids and teens are teens so id say open it back up 2021-2022 School year or
whenever covid-19 gets lower because we are waiting for when it might be safe 5 days in red tier and not when it is safe when california is Covid Free Less case but
i don't know whatever it is i'm with
No questions for me
nothing really
increased by nusd
I would suggest a district wide SAT support/study program because I know a lot of low income students would benefit from that, as a lot of resources to help with
high SAT scores costs hundreds of dollars that they may not have. This puts them at a disadvantage and implementing a program to help with that would provide
class equity.
dont know
none
I would like to see improvement in communication that is more commonly found for students.
I would like to have to say that an email about a lot of this stuff would have been very much appreciated.
I would like to see more student involved activities
makiing school a clean place and having childrens to keep on doing distance learning until covid is a percent gone and till things turn right since there is red flags it's
not that safe.
n.a
N/a
n/a
more social awareness around school and technology
They should definatley let us play sports because we need to get outside and have some form of contact .
I really have no clue, keep it up!
nope
n/a
i would like to see a program that has to do with the medical field at inderkum
I would like to improve my English
I want to see the engineering pathway increased
N/A
N/A
So far so good. I think.
I am happy with what NUSD provides now. NA can't think of anything at the moment
I think having more clubs
I can't immediately think of anything that I would like to see continued, improved, or increased
None
I don't know because I don't really know what is all out there. but maybe something where everyone feels comfortable to talk about what's going on in life and they
could feel like everyone is listening to them and understanding what is happening.
Good
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uh idk
Thank you for doing such a wonderful job.
I would like to do sports like basketball ,golf, and volleyball.
N/A
i dont know any
h
I would like to be able to attend school games and support loved ones and actual school activities held in person.
I would like for school staff to check in with students maybe once a moth to make sure they are not getting overwhelmed.
no
N/A
Nothing
none
I dont know
I can’t really think of any at the moment
I dont know
Yes
Offer one day a week of asynchronous school
I'd like everything to stay the same.
not sure
N/A
.
Help with SATs for students who are confused on what to do .
Thank you!
I think especially during the pandemic, communication is a vital key because as a student the teachers aren’t the best at communicating announcements. The
announcements given to the students are also sometimes confusing.
Require cameras being turned on in all classes to help focus and pay attention
Nothing
I would say more help for students during distanced learning because I know a lot of students have given up a lot of things.
Incorporate free work days within the week where teachers discontinue instruction, so students can catch up on further work
.
?
Handling of Covid 18 and school
Can we get one day a week of asynchronous learning
The seniors being able to have a prom and graduation
I don't got none.

175

I would like to keep getting announcements such as Tiger Talks or post on Instagram. I think we need to improve on how often we are checking up on the students,
maybe by sending out a google form every-week as a check up. We need to increase the amount of communication because most students don't know something is
going on till it is the day of or it has already passed.
I don’t know
More leniency for students we are surviving a pandemic not falling behind.
i dont think anything should be added or have more support
N/A
I don’t have any thoughts
N/A
idk
I believe that an ethnic studies class and a curriculum that represents the diversity of the students would help with student engagement and equity of resources for
success in
the classroom. I also feel that increased training for teachers and student on social awareness would help to from new layers of learning and understand between
the next generation of thinkers.
NUSD needs to add classes that students will ACTUALLY benefit from in the real world after they graduate. Students need Business courses, first aid courses,
drivers ed courses, A course that allows them to learn how to do their own taxes, market industry, and more. Taking a music class can only get them so far in the
world. Too many students graduate from high school feeling lost because they were given such poor education in these school systems. We need to do WAY
BETTER for them.
N/A
Improvement of returning to on campus learning
n/a
I believe that continued AP, SAT, PSAT, etc. testing is essential to the academic rigor of NUSD.
I have none.
none
Mesa, national honor society, chess, and enginering club
nothing all is good
I would like to see more homeless support.
Give a mental health day once every week or two. I’m a student and I’ve been nothing but burnt out this year. Things were going great until November and my
grades haven’t been the same. I’m really struggling and I know I can do better, but not without breaks. To make it worse I’m in IB too, so please understand my
stress knowing that as well.
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my thoughts dont directly relate to this survey although i have an opinion on something else, i was thinking that school shouldn't open up this year yet because of all
the students who have developed more anxiety over this past year, meeting new people and going back directly after a pandemic sounds like a good idea but for
some people its harder. some kids didnt get a choice in going to school because their guardians made that choice for them. over 63% of the world has anxiety
disorders and most of which are often individuals 12-30 years old. now, im just a student with a small voice and a small opinion and i know this probably wont make
a difference because the district decides when we go back, but still, im just trying to say that we shouldn't go back yet, if we know that there are still people with the
virus, they should be quarantined, they should stay quarantined because you really never know who may have the virus, basically anyone can have it and just be a
carrier, hopefully everyone gets vaccines by the end of the year, but even then, even with the vaccine you could spread the virus even if you dont get any reactions.
Get sports going
Get sports going
N/A
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no
I don’t have any additional thoughts.
n/a
I don’t have any.
nope
i think us teens and kids need more 1 on 1 learning or in person learning for me its harder online because idk all abt laptops and stuff like that and i get confused
when i have to click a link that opens a new tab then open another tab then go to a website then the whole laptop slows down and im just lost
n/a (Cancel the SAT)
Decrease the amount of work that kids are getting it is really stressful and hard to pull it together and it seems that we are getting the same amount of that we would
get in normal school.
n/a
I want all NUSD schools to reopen.
N/A

190
191 .
192 Dont got none.
193 I have none.
I’m really enjoying our Law Enforcement class it’s fun and I’m learning a lot about how to handle various different situations differently. Overall it’s an amazing class
194 that I would recommend to any other student.
I would like to see an improvement on letting students know about all the support that is offered by the school, for example information about support being posted
on google classroom, being reminded by teachers and overall making sure information is more easily accessible.(Thank you for having the support available in the
195 first place!)
196 I think nothing should be changed, everything is good for me.
I wish choir would continue after COVID. Choir is a very fun class that encourages teamwork and working together to create something beautiful. It helps people get
to know one another and is usually a very open environment. I know this because I was in choir last year at my old school and it was one of the best classes I have
197 ever taken.
198 What are we doing for the sat's?
199 I would like to see the COVID-19 testing to continue.
200 I don’t have any.
201 yes i want to come back to school
202 I really appreciate the virtual wellness center.
203 There wasn't a none of the above answer for certain questions which will lead to false answers.
204 none
205 I would like to see the support of students who have troubles with anxiety, stress, and depression continued throughout the next few years
206 I think it would be fun to have driving classes or learn about ways to pass the drivers test.
207 None
208 I would like to see the schools continue with these helps for students so we can continue growing
209 N/A
210 N/A

211 idk
I would like to see less computer time because it messes up my eyes.
212
213 I think this was great. :)
214 x
215 I hope we have more collage readiness programs
216 Everything is helpful and preparing me for the future.
217 none
218 I'm doing mostly well grade wise at school
219 I would have liked to have heard more about sports. i really wanted to participate in Track and cross country this year
220 I would like to see sports go on for a longer time
221 N/A
222 I'm not sure? I think that the mental health, career and low income support NUSD offers should be continued?
223 NUSD is a good school district and doesn't really need to do anything to improve itself.
224 i got nun
225 I like to see improved online services
226 I think that offering additional tutoring for students, or “office hours”, is a very helpful service/program. However, it would be nice if it could last a little bit longer.
227 I do not have any final thoughts.
228 none
229 I think we should go back to school like we used to but just wear our masks and have our distance
Having more programs like IB and CECA at other High schools. Programs which can help students with testing preparations, like SATS, ACTs, etc. I think when you
230 have more high school programs then there would be more support and more engaged learning. Adding more pathways, like law, for example.
231 I would like to see music programs,athletics and some other activities in the school.
232 I don’t have any thoughts for these things
233 None
234 A grade threshold from which grades can't drop.
235 N/A
236 N/A
237 Can we not go back to school yall aren't thinking about the teachers
238 .
239 I think having one day or even a couple class periods as work/calming periods will be beneficial to students and reduce stress levels/being overwhelmed.
240 No final thoughts.
241 n/a
242 N/A
243 .
244 nothing
245 More clubs
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none
I would really like to go back to school soon. I hope next year when we go back to school it will be almost as normal as it was before the pandemic.
N/A
I don't have anything to say because everything seems great.
lol
N/A
Thank you guys for everything you guys are doing
I don't have any.
No thoughts
No final thoughts
No comment
I would personally like to see more teachers providing/updating students on new reports and announcements hosted by the school.
I dont have any
Soccer
cool
dont know
Non
!
I don’t have any
Nope!
I don’t have any final thoughts.
I really don’t care
I really don’t care
E
I have no idea what to say here. Hi!
No thoughts
I did not know most of those questions.
I don't have any
to show equality to students
I rather keep it to myself .
no leave me alone now
I think that there are good priorities:)
Hi... bye
none
Asking kids about if they need any support and provide things for families that need it.
I think that everything that you are doing to help students during the pandemic has helped us a lot. Please continue what you are doing!
No thoughts but thank you.
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there should be a cooking program
none
better food at cafeterias and more options with the packaged lunches that given out.
I don't know.
schools bathroom and the sanitiary pads should be in a place where others grade(little or people who dont have to deal with puberty ) cuase then they place with it
and waste the pads by sticking them on the walls and i love how the schools care about the free lunches and the nutretions and you guys help family provide food
no
Any club or activity should be continued.
I would like to have the School Psychologists to be improved.
None.
i really dont understand anything i just read
A book drive. Give away old library books to the students.
.
?
OPEN SCHOOLS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I want to see it be increased i think more path would be good
I really don’t care
IDK
This is pretty much pointless. It is cool that NUSD provides all of this stuff but I for one don't care about most of this stuff. I know parents care about this stuff and if
they are good parents (like mine) they will tell their children. I estimate that less than 10% of kids care about this. To me it seems you guys are bragging about all of
your accolades and if students need something they would ask their parents about this therefore further proving my point that this quiz should go out to parents.
Thanks for good education though. Also most kids don't check their email, I just do it because I am in Leadership and I could miss something important.
Get better social workers, they've done no good for my mental health.
the one thing i want to see improve is having more classes for kids to pick from
I don't know
i learned theres a lot of support offer
I would like to see band and art continued and improved by NUSD.
Um i dont know
I think that SEL learning should be more frequent.
NUSD is awsome.
i would like to see the health program continue
a school store, where all school supplies there
I dont know.
i think it's a good thing
l think leader ship should keep going on
I love everything you have to offer thank you for letting me do this quiz and I would just love to have my sports especially football
no
Better school lunches

317 not sure
318 We should continue online school until further directions that COVID-19 is not as bad.
319 .
not sure
320
321 I think it is all great just the way it is.
322 I do not have any thoughts on this last question.
323 Sports, and teaching methods
324 More supplies maybe more pencils and pencil sharpeners now that it has been a year.
325 Nothing.
326 I want to see more sports, like dance, cheer, tennis, ect.
327 I would like to see the priorities, action, services, and programs continued and increased by NUSD
328 I have none.
329 i have nothing
330 I dont really know
331 I don't have anything in mind :)
332 i dont have any final thoughts
333 Sure
334 Sure
335 Sure
336 Sure
337 Im alright
338 No final thoughts.
339 No thoughts. :)
340 I thought this was a perfectly detailed survey.
341 nothing
342 .
343 chearleading
344 I don't know
345 Get sports going
346 Nothing.
347 Increased by NUSD
348 no comment
349 I dont know
350 I don't know
351 I have nothing to say.
352 i dont have any
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nothing
touch screen computers more activities and music class.
none
art classes
I don't exactly know much in this topic.
I have no extra thoughts.
I have no final thoughts.
none
Special needs for special education students that have fallen behind more than regular students.
N/A
parents expect us to be perfect ,school only has time for kids who dont make mistakes,and i cant keep acting like i can do both when in reality,i cant do either.good
day
Powder puff teams
Nothing really, I think its fine!
NA Thanks
nothing
I would absolutely love to see schools offer more art electives, especially at Heron. The options for electives in middle school are honestly quite basic, and at the
end of the day, the only options you have at Heron are Spanish or some form of technology. As someone who is very creative, I would really appreciate more
opportunities for students to express themselves through visual and performing arts. Even having a single class in which you do different types of art (painting,
sketching, pottery/sculpting, theatre, music, creative writing, etc.) would be amazing! There's way more to art than just throwing things on a canvas, and I think that
most people forget that. Art is a part of history, and there is actually a lot of academic value in the arts. It reflects the time period, and gives us a greater insight into
the beliefs and emotions of those people. A culinary arts or home ec. class, especially at Inderkum, would also be greatly appreciated. I signed up for two sessions
of Heron's first ever cooking club this year, and I've had a blast! I also learned a lot of things that will undoubtedly help me later in life. NUSD's "vision" is that
students graduate college and career ready, but is that just in academics? What about graduating "life ready"? I can guarantee you that most middle and high school
students have no idea how to cook, clean, care for others, pay taxes, take out a loan, manage their money, etc., and that's really scary. I'll be graduating in a few
years, and I feel completely unprepared to take on the larger world. I understand that I have a little while to go and that I could learn a lot in that time, but how many
kids will? Everyone has a different level of knowledge about different things. I guess what I'm trying to say is don't cater to just one type of kid; instead, offer a wide
variety of electives so that kids can choose one they will actually enjoy. I often hear NUSD boasting about how we're one of the most diverse school districts in the
country, but diversity is about more than just racial ethnicity or culture. It's about our interests and our values. So if we really are so diverse, we should be making
sure our schools promote that diversity.
Istation
Just try and get back to school.
idk
Sports and events
yes
Na

I would like to see all of these services continued.
Maybe in the future when school open after this pandemic we could have one day of the week/month to just catch up on anything we need to do, take a break from
stress, or have a meeting with the school counselor or a teacher to just talk about whats going on.
We could have break throughout the day, like how we used to have recess in Elementary, or make passing periods long for new students or maybe someone who
376 hasn't been on campus for a while and is having trouble remembering where there classes are.
I think something would be racism. It needs to be improved around NUSD because it happened to some of my friends and sometimes. Also one time a teacher
377 assaulted me so yeah.
After school tutoring or school athelitics cannot, did not benefit my student with Special Needs. I woulld love for my student to get involved in sports, a club or after
school tutoring. When I tried to get my student signed up for after school. I was told by someone at the district the after school programs is not deisigned for special
378 needs students. So basically, everything is irrelivant to them. NUSD does not support the needs of special ed students, at least to our knowledge.
379 Teaching methods in middle school, teacher should concentrate more on fundamental concepts
380 I don't have any.
381 I would like to see more focus on art pathways.
382 My final thoughts for priorities, actions, services and programs are somewhat good. I'm trying to be honest on my thoughts.
383 sports
384 No not really anything.
385 I what this school to continue and keep up all the work that this school is putting in for us.
386 no
387 Most of these I have no idea what they mean next time can you use smaller words for me to understand.
388 i have nothing to say
389 I would like to see more sports programs.
390 Maybe add more priorities to the pathways of highschool.
391 No thoughts on this one.
392 I have none.
393 a pride club or something similar, or an art club
394 I don't have any final thoughts.
395 None.
396 0
397 Nothing
398 cheer
399 Some things I would like to see be continued are after school clubs like Newspaper Club and Puma Productions.
400 Free food
401 .
402 Yes I would like to see the growth in NUSD.
403 I think Everyone Is Doing Amazing And Nothing Needs To Be Improved!
404 I would like to see volunteering continued to help our community. I would like to see well-ness programs continued as well.
405 .
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I kind of would like to see a doge ball team at Paso Verde.
Joey's food locker.
I think it is fine and nice, but I think they should improve it by adding more online resources.
I don't have any final thoughts.
I have no final thoughts.I never knew anything about this
I like how they keep on doing tutors for the kids that need help. I like the tutors because it help Students with things that there doing bad on. The tutors help the
Students improved on there work.
I don't really have anything to say.
so the think is my action there good some there not and that i imporved a lot work and that nusd and the think and yeah
I think that NUSD is doing a lot for schools but if I had to choose something than it would be to increase the school-wide programs and services.
I want to see sports after school in transitional schedule.
i would like if changing families class would keep going.
dont have any thoughts
I would like to be able to participate in clubs. JJ's origami club specifically, because we are no longer allowed to attend clubs anymore.
n/a
for question 1. I did not attend any of those schools I attend Westlake Charter School. I can't think of anything that could change.

